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Answers To Lemmon Beginning Logic
While common sense and rationality have often been viewed as two
distinct features in a unified cognitive map, this volume engages
with this notion and comes up with novel and often paradoxical views
of this relationship.
This brief volume supplements Lemmon's classic introductory logic
text with almost 200 new exercises, many of them solved, solutions to
selected exercises in Beginning Logic itself, a helpful commentary on
Lemmon's use of key technical terms, alternative formulations, and
advice to students.
Intermediate Logic fills a serious gap in the range of university
logic texts by offering a clear, reliable, general guide for students
taking a second course in logic after completing a basic
introduction. It will serve as an ideal follow-up to any of the
standard introductory texts, and will give excellent preparation for
advanced work in logical theory or applications of logic in
philosophy, mathematics, or computing theory. - ;Intermediate Logic
is an ideal text for anyone who has taken a first course in logic and
is progressing to further study. It examines logical theory, rather
than the applications of logic, and does not assume any specific
technological grounding. The author introduces and explains each
concept and term, ensuring that readers have a firm foundation for
study. He provides a broad, deep understanding of logic by adopting
and comparing a variety of different methods and approaches. In the
first section, Bostock covers such fundamental notions as truth,
validity, entailment, quantification, and decision procedures. Part
two lays out a definitive introduction to four key logical tools or
procedures: semantic tableaux, axiomatic proofs, natural deduction,
and sequent calculi. The final section opens up new areas of
existence and identity, concluding by moving from orthodox logic to
examination of `free logic'. Intermediate Logic provides an ideal
secondary course in logic for university students, and a bridge to
advanced study of such subjects as model theory, proof theory, and
other specialized areas of mathematical logic. This revised and considerably expanded 2nd edition brings together a
wide range of topics, including modal, tense, conditional,
intuitionist, many-valued, paraconsistent, relevant, and fuzzy
logics. Part 1, on propositional logic, is the old Introduction, but
contains much new material. Part 2 is entirely new, and covers
quantification and identity for all the logics in Part 1. The
material is unified by the underlying theme of world semantics. All
of the topics are explained clearly using devices such as tableau
proofs, and their relation to current philosophical issues and
debates are discussed. Students with a basic understanding of
classical logic will find this book an invaluable introduction to an
area that has become of central importance in both logic and
philosophy. It will also interest people working in mathematics and
computer science who wish to know about the area.
Logic for Philosophy
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Time and Again
Logic Matters
A New Scientific Concept of Brain and Mind and Its Startling
Implications for Our Times
Propositional and Predicate Calculus: A Model of Argument
How Logic Works

A note from the authors: Dear Reader: "Database is boring." That sentiment is heard all
too widely these days. But it's so wrong! The database field is full of important
problems still to be solved and interesting issues still to be examined - and some of
those problems and issues are explored in this book. Between us, we have nearly 80
years experience in this field, and we're still actively researching, exploring, and
learning, as well as helping others do the same. The present book is the latest in a
series devoted to these goals; using "The Third Manifesto" (a detailed proposal for the
future of database technology) as a foundation, it reports on some of our most recent
investigations in this field. Among many other things, it includes the most recent
version of "The Third Manifesto" itself; specifications for a conforming language called
Tutorial D; and a detailed proposal for a model of type inheritance. Other significant
features include: - Extending the foreign key concept - Simplifying queries using image
relations - Closer looks at logic and relational algebra - Suggested approaches to
"missing information" - Responses to certain "Manifesto" criticisms - Clarifying aspects
of normalization The tone of the book overall is naturally somewhat serious, but there
are moments of light relief as well. We hope you enjoy it. C.J. Date and Hugh Darwen
Designed specifically for guided independent study. Features a wealth of worked
examples and exercises, many with full teaching solutions, that encourage active
participation in the development of the material. It focuses on core material and
provides a solid foundation for further study.
Designed to make logic interesting and accessible -- without sacrificing content or
rigor -- this classic introduction to contemporary propositional logic explains the
symbolization of English sentences and develops formal-proof, truth-table, and truthtree techniques for evaluating arguments. Organizes content around natural-deduction
formal-proof procedures, truth tables, and truth trees. Also presents logical statement
connectives gradually, one per chapter, and finally, increases readers' awareness of the
arguments they read and hear every day by providing examples of actual arguments
to which they can readily relate.
THE CLASSIC BOOK THAT HAS INSPIRED MILLIONS A penetrating examination of
how we live and how to live better Few books transform a generation and then
establish themselves as touchstones for the generations that follow. Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance is one such book. This modern epic of a man s search for
meaning became an instant bestseller on publication in 1974, acclaimed as one of the
most exciting books in the history of American letters. It continues to inspire millions.
A narration of a summer motorcycle trip undertaken by a father and his son, Zen and
the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance becomes a personal and philosophical odyssey into
fundamental questions on how to live. The narrator's relationship with his son leads to
a powerful self-reckoning; the craft of motorcycle maintenance leads to an austerely
beautiful process for reconciling science, religion, and humanism. Resonant with the
confusions of existence, this classic is a touching and transcendent book of life. This
new edition contains an interview with Pirsig and letters and documents detailing how
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this extraordinary book came to be.
Mathematics for Computer Scientists
Dictionary of Philosophy
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
Representation
Essays on the Third Manifesto and Related Topics
Arm Candy
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The extraordinary story of the women who took
on the Islamic State and won “The Daughters of Kobani is an unforgettable and nearly
mythic tale of women's power and courage. The young women profiled in this book
fought a fearsome war against brutal men in impossible circumstances—and proved in
the process what girls and women can accomplish when given the chance to lead.
Brilliantly researched and respectfully reported, this book is a lesson in heroism,
sacrifice, and the real meaning of sisterhood. I am so grateful that this story has been
told.” —Elizabeth Gilbert, author of Big Magic and Eat, Pray, Love “Absolutely fascinating
and brilliantly written, The Daughters of Kobani is a must-read for anyone who wants to
understand both the nobility and the brutality of war. This is one of the most compelling
stories in modern warfare.” —Admiral William H. McRaven, author of Make Your Bed In
2014, northeastern Syria might have been the last place you would expect to find a
revolution centered on women's rights. But that year, an all-female militia faced off
against ISIS in a little town few had ever heard of: Kobani. By then, the Islamic State
had swept across vast swaths of the country, taking town after town and spreading
terror as the civil war burned all around it. From that unlikely showdown in Kobani
emerged a fighting force that would wage war against ISIS across northern Syria
alongside the United States. In the process, these women would spread their own
political vision, determined to make women's equality a reality by fighting—house by
house, street by street, city by city—the men who bought and sold women. Based on
years of on-the-ground reporting, The Daughters of Kobani is the unforgettable story of
the women of the Kurdish militia that improbably became part of the world's best hope
for stopping ISIS in Syria. Drawing from hundreds of hours of interviews, bestselling
author Gayle Tzemach Lemmon introduces us to the women fighting on the front lines,
determined to not only extinguish the terror of ISIS but also prove that women could
lead in war and must enjoy equal rights come the peace. In helping to cement the
territorial defeat of ISIS, whose savagery toward women astounded the world, these
women played a central role in neutralizing the threat the group posed worldwide. In the
process they earned the respect—and significant military support—of U.S. Special
Operations Forces. Rigorously reported and powerfully told, The Daughters of Kobani
shines a light on a group of women intent on not only defeating the Islamic State on the
battlefield but also changing women's lives in their corner of the Middle East and
beyond.
A Teaching Companion to Lemmon's Beginning LogicHackett Publishing
Provides an essential introduction to classical logic.
The aim of this book is to provide an exposition of elementary formal logic. The course,
which is primarily intended for first-year students who have no previous knowledge of
the subject, forms a working basis for more advanced reading and is presented in such
a way as to be intelligible to the layman. The nature of logic is examined with the
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gradual introduction of worked samples showing how to distinguish the sound
statement from the unsound. Arguments whose soundness cannot be proved by
propositional calculus are discussed, and it is shown how formalization can reveal the
logical form of arguments. The final section of the book deals with the application of the
predicate calculus as applied in various other fields of logic.
Modern Logic
Logic Primer, second edition
Database Explorations
A Teaching Companion to Lemmon's Beginning Logic
The Daughters of Kobani
Modal Logic as Metaphysics

Looking into the face of our alleged ape ancestor, popular Christian apologist
Hank Hanegraaff dissects and debunks the astonishingly weak arguments for the
evolutionary theory, revealing it as nothing more than a "fairy tale for grown-ups."
The author uses his own Memory Dynamics to make it easy for Christians to
speak intelligently about evolution and speak persuasively about the Creator.
Bringing elementary logic out of the academic darkness into the light of day, Paul
Tomassi makes logic fully accessible for anyone attempting to come to grips with
the complexities of this challenging subject. Including student-friendly exercises,
illustrations, summaries and a glossary of terms, Logic introduces and explains: *
The Theory of Validity * The Language of Propositional Logic * Proof-Theory for
Propositional Logic * Formal Semantics for Propositional Logic including the
Truth-Tree Method * The Language of Quantificational Logic including the Theory
of Descriptions. Logic is an ideal textbook for any logic student: perfect for
revision, staying on top of coursework or for anyone wanting to learn about the
subject. Related downloadable software for Macs and PCs is available for this
title at www.logic.routledge.com.
Providing an illuminating and informed introduction to central philosophical
issues, concepts and perspectives in the core fields of metaphysics,
epistemology and philosophical logic, the Dictionary takes the most common
terms and notions and clarifies what they mean to the philosopher and what sort
of problems the philosopher finds associated with them. Thoroughly revised and
updated, the bibliographies supply core reading lists, and each entry uses
extensive cross referencing to related themes and concepts to provide a greater
sense of access, control and comprehension. The Dictionary will also provide
those working in proximate fields with an understanding of areas of overlapping
interest, concepts of common applicability and the full range and diversity of
philosophical analysis and insight.
The latter half of the 20 ...
An Introduction to Model Theory, Proof Theory, Computability, and Complexity
The Laws of Truth
Lemmon
Propositional Logic
An Inquiry Into Values
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Suitable Heresies
Lemmon’s scenes are alternately funny, sad, wild, tender, adding up to the rollicking story of
the boy with the face that any mother could love who became the man who had the “grace to
make a fool of himself” and the talent to pull it off. Packed with outrageous tales that never
made the pages of Variety or the Hollywood gossip columns, Lemmon sparkles with the
verve and humor characteristic of his most memorable stage and screen performances.
Lemmon is far more than a biography of the lovable, bumbling “loser” who “falls on a
fumble into the end zone and wins the game.” It is a front-row view of the long pull towards
stardom that an outstanding actor, equally skilled at comedy and serious drama, richly
deserved. And maintains.
Logic for Philosophy is an introduction to logic for students of contemporary philosophy. It
is suitable both for advanced undergraduates and for beginning graduate students in
philosophy. It covers (i) basic approaches to logic, including proof theory and especially
model theory, (ii) extensions of standard logic that are important in philosophy, and (iii)
some elementary philosophy of logic. It emphasizes breadth rather than depth. For example,
it discusses modal logic and counterfactuals, but does not prove the central metalogical
results for predicate logic (completeness, undecidability, etc.) Its goal is to introduce students
to the logic they need to know in order to read contemporary philosophical work. It is very
user-friendly for students without an extensive background in mathematics. In short, this
book gives you the understanding of logic that you need to do philosophy.
Metamath is a computer language and an associated computer program for archiving,
verifying, and studying mathematical proofs. The Metamath language is simple and robust,
with an almost total absence of hard-wired syntax, and we believe that it provides about the
simplest possible framework that allows essentially all of mathematics to be expressed with
absolute rigor. While simple, it is also powerful; the Metamath Proof Explorer (MPE)
database has over 23,000 proven theorems and is one of the top systems in the ?Formalizing
100 Theorems? challenge. This book explains the Metamath language and program, with
specific emphasis on the fundamentals of the MPE database.
A concise introduction to logic that teaches you not only how reasoning works, but why it
works How Logic Works is an introductory logic textbook that is different by design. Rather
than teaching elementary symbolic logic as an abstract or rote mathematical exercise
divorced from ordinary thinking, Hans Halvorson presents it as the skill of clear and
rigorous reasoning, which is essential in all fields and walks of life, from the sciences to the
humanities—anywhere that making good arguments, and spotting bad ones, is critical to
success. Instead of teaching how to apply algorithms using “truth trees,” as in the vast
majority of logic textbooks, How Logic Works builds on and reinforces the innate human
skills of making and evaluating arguments. It does this by introducing the methods of natural
deduction, an approach that teaches students not only how to carry out a proof and solve a
problem but also what the principles of valid reasoning are and how they can be applied to
any subject. The book also allows students to transition smoothly to more advanced topics in
logic by teaching them general techniques that apply to more complicated scenarios, such as
how to formulate theories about specific subject matter. How Logic Works shows that formal
logic—far from being only for mathematicians or a diversion from the really deep questions
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of philosophy and human life—is the best account we have of what it means to be rational.
By teaching logic in a way that makes students aware of how they already use it, the book
will help them to become even better thinkers. Offers a concise, readable, and user-friendly
introduction to elementary symbolic logic that primarily uses natural deduction rather than
algorithmic “truth trees” Draws on more than two decades’ experience teaching introductory
logic to undergraduates Provides a stepping stone to more advanced topics
Examination Decrees and Regulations
Beginning Logic
Deductive Logic
A Contemporary Introduction
A Biography
The Face That Demonstrates The Farce of Evolution
The theory suggests that there is a structural similarity between certain basic
brain forms and certain basic mind forms and that the former provide a credible
explanation for the latter. It does not suggest that the causative link has been
proved thereby. What is claimed is that in the jungle of brain-mind research
(where fundamental physical evidence for speculation is often in short supply)
the theory provides a scientifically and philosophically arguable clearing and
thus a hypothesis worthy of investigation by anyone interested in the mysteries
of human thought. One implication of the theory amounts to a central heresy namely that, on the accumulating evidence, our traditional and much-cherished
one-truth thinking conventions will need to be replaced by two truth thinking
conventions.Another implication of the theory is that it now seems entirely
possible that the emergence and nature of philosophy itself have been crucially
dependent on our long human struggle to extract single responses from
thinking equipment that appears necessarily (i.e. anatomically) double and
circular - the double cycles being mutually inverted.
Are there such things as merely possible people, who would have lived if our
ancestors had acted differently? Are there future people, who have not yet been
conceived? Questions like those raise deep issues about both the nature of
being and its logical relations with contingency and change. In Modal Logic as
Metaphysics, Timothy Williamson argues for positive answers to those
questions on the basis of an integrated approach to the issues, applying the
technical resources of modal logic to provide structural cores for metaphysical
theories. He rejects the search for a metaphysically neutral logic as futile. The
book contains detailed historical discussion of how the metaphysical issues
emerged in the twentieth century development of quantified modal logic,
through the work of such figures as Rudolf Carnap, Ruth Barcan Marcus, Arthur
Prior, and Saul Kripke. It proposes higher-order modal logic as a new setting in
which to resolve such metaphysical questions scientifically, by the construction
of systematic logical theories embodying rival answers and their comparison by
normal scientific standards. Williamson provides both a rigorous introduction to
the technical background needed to understand metaphysical questions in
quantified modal logic and an extended argument for controversial, provocative
answers to them. He gives original, precise treatments of topics including the
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relation between logic and metaphysics, the methodology of theory choice in
philosophy, the nature of possible worlds and their role in semantics, plural
quantification compared to quantification into predicate position,
communication across metaphysical disagreement, and problems for
truthmaker theory.
This text provides a straightforward, lively but rigorous, introduction to truthfunctional and predicate logic, complete with lucid examples and incisive
exercises, for which Warren Goldfarb is renowned.
Logic Primer presents a rigorous introduction to natural deduction systems of
sentential and first-order logic. Logic Primer presents a rigorous introduction to
natural deduction systems of sentential and first-order logic. The text is
designed to foster the student-instructor relationship. The key concepts are laid
out in concise definitions and comments, with the expectation that the instructor
will elaborate upon them. New to the second edition is the addition of material
on the logic of identity in chapters 3 and 4. An innovative interactive Web site,
consisting of a "Logic Daemon" and a "Quizmaster," encourages students to
formulate their own proofs and links them to appropriate explanations in the
book.
Philosophical Logic
Set Theory and Logic
Introduction to Logic
The Case of Women
An Introduction to Non-Classical Logic
Language, Proof, and Logic
Explores sets and relations, the natural number sequence and its generalization,
extension of natural numbers to real numbers, logic, informal axiomatic mathematics,
Boolean algebras, informal axiomatic set theory, several algebraic theories, and 1storder theories.
This 2006 book provides an accessible, yet technically sound treatment of modal logic
and its philosophical applications.
Introductory logic is generally taught as a straightforward technical discipline. In this
book, John MacFarlane helps the reader think about the limitations of, presuppositions
of, and alternatives to classical first-order predicate logic, making this an ideal
introduction to philosophical logic for any student who already has completed an
introductory logic course. The book explores the following questions. Are there
quantificational idioms that cannot be expressed with the familiar universal and
existential quantifiers? How can logic be extended to capture modal notions like
necessity and obligation? Does the material conditional adequately capture the
meaning of 'if'—and if not, what are the alternatives? Should logical consequence be
understood in terms of models or in terms of proofs? Can one intelligibly question the
validity of basic logical principles like Modus Ponens or Double Negation Elimination? Is
the fact that classical logic validates the inference from a contradiction to anything a
flaw, and if so, how can logic be modified to repair it? How, exactly, is logic related to
reasoning? Must classical logic be revised in order to be applied to vague language,
and if so how? Each chapter is organized around suggested readings and includes
exercises designed to deepen the reader's understanding. Key Features: An integrated
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treatment of the technical and philosophical issues comprising philosophical logic
Designed to serve students taking only one course in logic beyond the introductory
level Provides tools and concepts necessary to understand work in many areas of
analytic philosophy Includes exercises, suggested readings, and suggestions for further
exploration in each chapter
This long-awaited book replaces Hughes and Cresswell's two classic studies of modal
logic: An Introduction to Modal Logic and A Companion to Modal Logic. A New
Introduction to Modal Logic is an entirely new work, completely re-written by the
authors. They have incorporated all the new developments that have taken place since
1968 in both modal propositional logic and modal predicate logic, without sacrificing tha
clarity of exposition and approachability that were essential features of their earlier
works. The book takes readers from the most basic systems of modal propositional
logic right up to systems of modal predicate with identity. It covers both technical
developments such as completeness and incompleteness, and finite and infinite
models, and their philosophical applications, especially in the area of modal predicate
logic.
Logic
Modal Logic for Philosophers
Supplementary Volume
A Story of Rebellion, Courage, and Justice
Impossible Worlds
A New Introduction to Modal Logic

Rev. ed. of: Language, proof, and logic / Jon Barwise & John Etchemendy.
Last call! At the end of the night, a clean-cut hunk and a rebellious bartender act on their
unlikely chemistry in this frisky standalone novel from the author of Eye Candy. Davis: I’ve
had my eye on Grace Buchanan for a while now. Unlike the bubbly blondes I usually date,
the feisty, flame-haired bartender both intrigues and bewilders me. Something about
Grace—the tattoos? the nose ring?—makes every part of me sit up and beg. There’s only
one problem: She hates me. Trading insults and one-liners has become our M.O. But when
Grace bets me that I can’t get a date with a non-blonde if my life depends on it, I’m
determined to prove her wrong by landing the ultimate non-blonde: her. Grace: I’m used to
regulars hitting on me, and I’ve turned them all down, except for one: Davis Price. I like
giving him a hard time, and he’s kind of cute in his suit and tie—if you’re into that kind of
thing. Anyway, I don’t care how many blondes he takes home . . . until one of them sidles up
to him in my bar. Nuh-uh. But after my little bet with Davis backfires, our first date lands us
in the sack. So does the second. And the third. Neither of us wants more than the best sex
of our lives. The trouble is, it’s not a question of what I want. It’s what I need. And what I
need is Davis. Look for Jessica Lemmon’s standalone romances with heartfelt HEAs:
FIGHTING FOR DEVLIN | FORGOTTEN PROMISES | SHUT UP AND KISS ME | EYE CANDY | ARM
CANDY | MAN CANDY | RUMOR HAS IT Praise for Arm Candy “Arm Candy is sexy and fun.
Jessica Lemmon created an entertaining opposites-attract story with a great balance in the
funny, sexy, sweet, and serious moments. Ms. Lemmon provided a rich cast of supporting
characters.”—Harlequin Junkie “Arm Candy is a sexy romance that is going on my re-read
shelf, with a sigh of envy for Grace having found a partner like Davis.”—All About Romance
“Lemmon puts a twist on the friends to lovers theme . . . the perfect balance of humor and
emotion with characters that are easy to fall for.”—Smexy Books “I highly recommend this
book. . . . Arm Candy is charming and sweet . . . I love the fact that it can be read as a
standalone.”—The Clever Bookworm (five stars) “Bartending is the perfect background for a
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tangled romance that leaves you aching and filled, and Arm Candy 100% delivers.”—Sarah
Robinson, bestselling author of the Kavanagh Legends series “One of the sexiest romantic
comedies I’ve read in a long time—Arm Candy is a perfect laugh-out-loud, seriously steamy
opposites attract story, with just the right amount of sweetness.”—New York Times
bestselling author Lauren Layne This standalone novel includes an excerpt from another
Loveswept title.
A comprehensive investigation of the sentence connectives--and, or, if, not--with special
attention to their logical properties. In The Connectives, Lloyd Humberstone examines the
semantics and pragmatics of natural language sentence connectives (and, or, if, not), giving
special attention to their formal behavior according to proposed logical systems and the
degree to which such treatments capture their intuitive meanings. It will be an essential
resource for philosophers, mathematicians, computer scientists, linguists, or any scholar
who finds connectives, and the conceptual issues surrounding them, to be a source of
interest. This landmark work offers both general material on sentence connectives in formal
logic, such as truth-functionality and unique characterization by rules, and information on
specific connectives (including conjunction and disjunction), considering their pragmatic and
semantic properties in natural language as well as various attempts to simulate the latter in
the formal languages of different systems of propositional logic. Chapters are divided into
sections, and each section ends with notes and references for material covered in that
section. If a section covers numerous topics separately, the notes and references are
divided into parts, each with its own topic-indicating heading. When topics are not covered
in detail but are relevant to matters under discussion, the notes and references provide
pointers to the literature. Readers may find it useful to browse through a topic of interest
and then follow the references within it forward and backward on the topic in question, or
those to the extensive literature outside it.
Modern Logic fills the strong need for a highly accessible, carefully structured introductory
text in symbolic logic. The natural deduction system Forbes uses will be easy for students to
understand, and the material is carefully structured, with graded exercises at the end of
each section, selected answers to which are provided at the back of the book. The book's
emphasis is on giving the student a thorough understanding of the concepts rather than just
a facilitywith formal procedures.
From If to Is
The Connectives
A Text in Elementary Symbolic Logic
A First Course in Logic
Radical Philosophy

The ability to reason and think in a logical manner forms the basis of
learning for most mathematics, computer science, philosophy and
logic students. Based on the author's teaching notes at the University
of Maryland and aimed at a broad audience, this text covers the
fundamental topics in classical logic in an extremely clear, thorough
and accurate style that is accessible to all the above. Covering
propositional logic, first-order logic, and second-order logic, as well as
proof theory, computability theory, and model theory, the text also
contains numerous carefully graded exercises and is ideal for a first
or refresher course.
Simon Morley is selected by a secret government agency to test
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Einstein's theory of the past co-existing with the present and is
transported back to 1880s New York
"This is a significant and ofren rather demanding collection of essays.
It is an anthology purring together the uncollected works of an
important twentieth-century philosopher. Many of the articles treat
one or another of the more important issues considered by analytic
philosophers during the last quarter-century. Of significant
importance to philosophers interested in researching the many topics
contained in Logic Matters is the inclusion in this anthology of a
rather extensive eight-page name-topic index."--Thomist "The papers
are arranged by topic: Historical Essays, Traditional Logic, Theory of
Reference and Syntax, Intentionality, Quotation and Semantics, Set
Theory, Identity Theory, Assertion, Imperatives and Practical
Reasoning, Logic in Metaphysics and Theology. The broad range of
issues that have engaged Geach's complex and systematic reasoning
is impressive. In addition to classical logic, topics in ethics, ontology,
and even the logic of religious dogmas are tackled .... the work in this
collection is more brilliant and ingenious than it is difficult and
demanding."--Philosophy of Science "Geach displays his mastery of
applying logical techniques and concepts to philosophical questions.
Compared with most works in philosophical logic this book is
remarkable for its range of topics. Plato, Aristotle, Aquinas, Russell,
Wittgenstein, and Quine all figure prominently. Geach's style is
remarkably lively considering the rightly argued matter. Although
some of the articles treat rather technical questions in mathematical
logic, most are accessible to philosophers with modest backgrounds
in logic." --Choice
"One of the most careful and intensive among the introductory texts
that can be used with a wide range of students. It builds remarkably
sophisticated technical skills, a good sense of the nature of a formal
system, and a solid and extensive background for more advanced
work in logic. . . . The emphasis throughout is on natural deduction
derivations, and the text's deductive systems are its greatest
strength. Lemmon's unusual procedure of presenting derivations
before truth tables is very effective." --Sarah Stebbins, The Journal of
Symbolic Logic
Intermediate Logic
Common Sense, Reasoning, & Rationality
Metamath: A Computer Language for Mathematical Proofs
While there is a vast literature on women's political interests, there is hardly any
consensus about what constitutes "women's interests" or how scholars should
approach studying them. Representation can occur in various venues or by
various actors, but, due to power imbalances across political groups, it is not
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always realized in any substantive way. The essays in this book constitute a broad
and geographically comparative move toward defining new and unified theoretical
orientations to studying representation among women. Representation involves
not only getting group members into government, but also articulating group
interests and translating those interests into policy. Because competing groups
have different policy preferences and act out of self-interest, representation of
historically marginalized groups is a contentious, contingent process that is likely
to ebb and flow. The book begins with a theoretical positioning of the meaning of
women's interests, issues and preferences. It considers the need to add nuance to
how we conceive of and study intersectionality and the dangers of stretching the
meaning of substantive representation. It then looks at descriptive representation
in political parties, high courts, and legislatures, as well as how definitions of
"interest" affect who represents women in legislatures and social movements. The
book concludes by suggesting testable propositions and avenues for future
research to enhance understanding about representation of women and of other
historically under-represented groups. Chapters include cases from the United
States, Latin America, Western Europe and Africa.
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